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Nature and Soul: Austrian Responses to Ernst Haeckel’s Evolutionary Monism 
 
[A shortened version of this essay was published in Darwin: Art and the Search for 
Origins, ed. Pamela Kort and Max Hollein, Frankfurt: Schirn Kunsthalle, 2009] 
 
 

 When the zoologist Ernst Haeckel published his books Die Welträtsel and 

Kunstformen der Natur in 1899 he culminated nearly forty years of scientific endeavors 

by colonizing the disciplines of aesthetics, religion, and philosophy, and presenting 

evolution as a world view capable of answering metaphysical questions.  In Die 

Welträtsel Haeckel fully elaborated his concept of monism as a pantheistic religion of 

nature predicated on the most recent discoveries of biology, physics and chemistry.  

Monism offered belief in a hylozoic interconnected universe in which spirit was 

immanent in matter.  In Haeckel’s writings of the 1890s and those of his friend and 

popularizer Wilhelm Bölsche, who achieved fame with his bestseller Das Liebesleben in 

der Natur (1898), the world came alive as a spiritually and sexually charged whole. 

 This fusion of Sinne und Seele was highly influential to a generation of Symbolist 

and Jugendstil artists, from Edvard Munch to Hermann Obrist, but it fell on especially 

fertile ground in Austria where, as Carl Schorske has observed, the traditional categories 

between the physical and metaphysical and the flesh and spirit “were losing their clarity 

and independence,” and the “crisis of the liberal ego came to focus on the indeterminacy 

of the boundaries between them.”1  This crisis, in which the Austro-Hungarian Empire 

was coming apart at its class and ethnic seams, resulted in diminished political power in 

Vienna for the bourgeois liberal party, which had advocated principles of rationalism, 

positivism and Darwinism.  The new generation of artists and writers revolted against 

parental values in pursuit of a more instinctive, emotional, and even mystical side of 
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human nature, but one which still remained true to the findings of contemporary science.2  

Indeed, the modernists of Jung Wien (writers led by Hermann Bahr) and the Secession, as 

well as Alfred Kubin, were the first to create Austrian art inspired by Darwinism in 

contrast to those of other nationalities, including German and French, where evolution 

had been influential in the arts throughout the 1870s and 1880s.  Significantly, in Austria 

the emergence of Darwinian art coincided with a turn from naturalism to symbolism, and 

for this Haeckel’s repackaging of evolution in a more spiritual context was ideally suited 

to the goals of the new movement.  Monism was embraced enthusiastically because of 

Haeckel’s prominence in Austria, but also because it appeared to harmonize with other 

popular theories in Vienna, both religious, including theosophy and the study of Eastern 

beliefs, and scientific, as in the physicist Ernst Mach’s “Parallelismus des Psychischen 

und Physischen.”  According to Mach, the self was defined as the sum of sensate 

experiences in flux where “finden wir also nicht die…Kluft zwischen Körpern und 

Empfindungen, zwischen aussen und innen, zwischen der materiellen und geistiger 

Welt.”3 

 This essay will consider the impact of evolutionary monism on the art of Alfred 

Kubin and Gustav Klimt, particularly through Hermann Bahr’s interpretations. These two 

visual artists demonstrated a diverse range of responses to a Haeckel and Bölsche-

inflected Darwinism, which, despite striking differences, have much in common.  Both 

created art nurtured by their communion with nature, developed stylistic techniques that 

evoked characteristics or processes of evolution, addressed themes of mortality, monist 

unity, animal drives and procreation, and employed imagery of marine biology, 

microscopic life forms, and simian ancestry in ways that blended science with myth and 
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fable.  The development of both artists’ work also followed similar trajectories, in which 

dystopic aspects of man’s debased condition gradually yielded to monist-inspired utopias. 

 Haeckel’s monism transformed Darwinism from a process of random selection 

and competition to an ordered unity of nature in which man was part of the universal 

chain of being. Conceived on principles associated with the heritage of Giordano Bruno, 

Spinoza, Goethe and Romantic Naturphilosophie, monism postulated the oneness of 

matter and spirit governed by the immutable mechanical Substanzgesetz which 

established “die ewige Erhaltung der Kraft und des Stoffes.”4  Evolutionary theory 

provided Haeckel with the tools to chart vast networks of kinship linking not only 

unicellular protists, plants and animals but also the inorganic and organic whose common 

origins Haeckel believed he had found in the monera, a primitive protoplasm. His belief 

in sentient matter was predicated on the theorized existence of a cell soul, which, through 

physical and chemical changes, produced rudimentary ‘feelings’ and ‘inclinations’ in 

protists and plants manifested as irritability, sensation and movement. While Haeckel’s 

definition of a ‘soul’ was materialist, and precluded individual immortality or free will, 

nonetheless monism was a religion that defined God as the sum of natural forces, and 

fused science with theology, mind with body, and feeling with reason.5  By the 1890s 

Haeckel was discussing the human soul as part of the “allumfassenden ‘Weltseele.’”6   

 Monism was also a means to redress the perceived errors of modern analytical 

science which had allegedly reduced nature to ‘soulless materialism’ stripped of fantasy 

and wonder.  Haeckel aimed at a reconciliation of the real and ideal/poetic with his vision 

of a sentient nature in which the “elementary spirits of cells” replaced the ancient myths 

of nymphs and naiads.7 Bölsche and most artists, however, saw no need to dispense with 
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either.  Haeckel, in keeping with his mission to deify and poeticize nature, proclaimed a 

new trinity to be worshipped - “das Wahre, Schöne und Gute” - referencing developing 

states of perfection in nature, ethics, and aesthetics.8  Towards the latter goal, he offered 

his Kunstformen der Natur (1899-1904) in which sumptuous illustrations, primarily of 

aquatic microscopic radiolarians, medusa, and siphonophores, evidenced unity through 

shared symmetry and provided inspiration for modern art and Jugendstil design.  

 Haeckel enjoyed numerous personal and professional ties to Austria, where 

Darwinism had established deep roots and been promoted in the liberal press. He had 

been offered a professorship at the University of Vienna in 1870, and maintained lengthy 

correspondences with the Darwinian ethicist Bartholomäus von Carneri and the monist 

“Bauernphilosoph” Konrad Deubler.9  Haeckel’s public visibility in Austria dated from 

March 1878 when he delivered two Viennese lectures, which included “Zellseelen und 

Seelenzellen” at the Concordia.  They were reviewed twice in the Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 

where the author described Haeckel’s presentation as “eine begeisterte Apotheose der 

monistischen Naturanschauung.”10  His books Monismus als Band zwischen Religion und 

Wissenschaft (1892) and Welträtsel received front page coverage in the Neue Freie 

Presse, whose science editor, Theodor Hertzka, advocated a “monistsicher 

Weltanschauung.”11  By consulting these articles, a general reader, such as Klimt or 

Kubin, could have become fully educated in issues regarding the law of substance, 

animated matter, and the organic-inorganic unity of nature.  

 Darwinian themes were first addressed in Austrian art in literature through the 

stories of Leopold von Sacher-Masoch in the 1870s, and in novels and plays by the group 

Jung Wien from the 1890s. Both Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Leopold von Andrian 
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admired Haeckel, while Marie delle Grazie maintained a lengthy correspondence with the 

scientist.12 Bahr’s own monist credentials were initially developed in Berlin, where he 

lived from 1890-91, through his association with the Friedrichshagener circle of poets, 

who included Bölsche.13  He contributed to their journal, the Freie Bühne für den 

Entwicklungskampf der Zeit, which in 1892 included articles by Bahr and Bölsche, and 

Haeckel’s lecture “Die Weltanschauung der monistischen Wissenschaft.”14 When Bahr 

began his own Viennese literary magazine, Die Zeit, he wrote to Haeckel several times in 

the mid-1890s trying to secure him as an author.15  By the end of the decade, the 

“anderen ästhetischen Sinn” that Haeckel endeavored to awaken extended to the visual 

arts as well.16 It was evident in all activities of the Secession (founded in 1897), whether 

one attended their exhibitions or browsed through the pages of their journal Ver Sacrum, 

which was replete with nature-based images (as, for example, the prehistoric fantasy 

dinosaurs drawn by Rudolf Bacher in the first issue) and monist-inspired poems, such as 

those by Arno Holz and Rainer Maria Rilke.  Through Klimt’s invitation, Bahr had 

become a contributor and one of the editors of the publication.    

 Two months after Die Welträtsel was reviewed in the newspaper, Darwinism 

became the center of artistic controversy through the exhibition of Klimt’s mural 

Philospohie (fig. 1) in the seventh Secessionist show.  It was to be the first of three 

paintings commissioned by the Ministry of Kultur und Unterricht for the Great Hall of 

the University of Vienna.  According to the catalogue description, the painting 

represented “Linke Figurengruppe: das Entstehen, das fruchtbare Sein, das Vergehen. 

Rechts: Die Weltkugel, das Welträtsel. Unten auftauchend eine erleuchtete Gestalt: Das 

Wissen.”17  As the critic Franz Servaes more bluntly phrased it, humanity was shown as 
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“eine dumpfe willenlose Masse,” who remained “ein werkzeug in den Händen der Natur, 

die es zue ihrem ewig unveränderlichen Zweck, der Forterzeugung.”18  Servaes regarded 

the painting as representative of a new world view - Darwinism shaded with theosophy - 

a sentiment echoed by the critic Ferdinand von Feldegg.19  For many in German and 

Austria, the distinctions between monism and theosophy were imprecise, particularly as 

the theosophist Rudolf Steiner, who had studied in Vienna, had recently written an essay 

defending Haeckel.20  Regardless, most faculty members subscribed to the old world 

view of liberalism-positivism, and were outraged that their discipline had been depicted 

in a manner that rejected, in the words of the University rector Wilhelm Neumann, the 

“exacten Wissenschaften” which had facilitated man’s control over nature.21  They did 

not perceive that Klimt’s rendering of philosophical inquiry informed by the truths of 

evolution was actually closely related to Haeckel’s understanding of science as 

philosophy, blending analysis with creative inference.  For Haeckel, the monistic science 

of nature “entsteht nur durch die innigste Wechselwirkung und gegenseitige 

Durchdringung von Philosophie und Empirie.”  He observed that “Thatsachen, ohne 

philosophische Verknüpfung” is “blosse[] Kenntnisse[], ohne Verständniss derselben.”22 

 Klimt fused references to Darwin and Haeckel in a narrative where mortality and 

suffering are offset by species survival represented by the isolated floating baby.23  World 

mysteries, it would seem, could only be solved through a consideration of evolutionary 

realities. The depicted cosmos of pulsating lights, shooting stars, and coalescing forms 

recalls numerous descriptions by Haeckel and Bölsche of “schwingende Aetheratomen,” 

“rotirende[] Nebelbälle[]” à la Kant, and the eternal presence of a unifying energy.24  

Klimt’s bluish-green palette, described by Franz Wickoff as resembling a “meergrüne 
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Schimmer,” suggests an evocation of multiple moments of origin, both celestial and 

oceanic.25 So too, Haeckel observed “dass der unendliche Raum mit ungeniessbarem 

Äther erfüllt ist, und dass Millionen von Weltkörpern…sich rastlos in demselben 

umhertreiben, alle im ewigen grossen ‘Werden und Vergehen’ begriffen.”26  For Haeckel 

this “grossartige kosmologische Perspektive” was essential to solving “der grossen, uns 

umgebenden Welträtsel,” because, as in Klimt’s painting, “dadurch wird nicht nur die 

massgebende ‘Stellung des Menschen in der Natur’ klar bewiesen, sondern auch der 

herrschende anthropistische Grössenwahn widerlegt, die Anmassung, mit welcher der 

Mensch sich dem unendlichen Universum gegenüberstellt….”27  To  Bahr, who 

vigorously defended Klimt, this mural would have embodied modernism, which he had 

earlier defined in 1891 as predicated on a monist evolutionary Weltanschaung of  

“…Werden und Vergehen…in der unendlichen Kette des Bestehenden.”28  When asked, 

several years later, to recommend reading material for young men, Bahr replied, “…den 

ganzen Goethe, den ganzen Darwin, den ganzen Haeckel; Bölsche und Francé und alle 

diese kleinen gelben Bücher der Kosmos…”29   

 Klimt used the same “cosmological perspective” for his second University panel, 

Medizin (fig. 2), exhibited in 1901. The painting is dominated by the priestess Hygeia, 

herself a product of evolutionary transformation, born from a swamp in the form of a 

snake.  Themes from Darwin and Haeckel were encoded in the primeval couple, his body 

covered in fur, a pair of wrestlers representing, as Alice Strobl has observed, the famous 

‘struggle for survival,’ and cyclical motifs of death and procreation.30  The latter were 

featured not only by the floating woman on the left with thrusting pelvis and baby who 

symbolize generative processes, but also by the prominent details of breast-feeding and 
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pregnancy in the figures who flank, or “outflank,” as Franz Szabo has stated, the adjacent 

pair of death and suffering.31  The journalist Berta Zuckerkandl, who was a friend of 

Klimt’s, noted the painting’s underpinning in “den umwälzenden wissenschaftlichen 

Erkenntnissen unserer Epoche,” and pinpointed childbearing as the central theme, 

referencing the new chemical evidence of “die Transformation der Meterie,” in which 

“der Tod selbst gilt ihm nur als eine Wandlung des Stofflichen.”32   Klimt’s fascination 

with the distortions of pregnant wombs, also featured in Hope I (1903), reflects, as Emily 

Braun has discussed, an awareness of embryonic illustrations in Haeckel’s books 

(Richards fig. ) and his popularization of the biogenetic law.33  In Hope I references to 

that law, according to which the development of the fetus recapitulates stages of species 

evolution, are evident in the marine setting (water and amniotic fluid) populated by the 

earlier ancestral forms of worms and sea creature. Klimt’s images of maternity in Medizin 

again recall passages from Haeckel’s Welträtsel.  In light of evolution, Haeckel wrote, 

“unser eigenes ‘Menschenwesen’…sinkt zur Bedeutung eines plazentalen Säugetiers 

hinab, welches nicht mehr Wert für das ganze Universum besitzt als die Ameise und die 

Eintagsfliege, als das mikroskopische Infusorium…Auch wir Menschen sind nur 

vorübergehende Entwickelungszustände der ewigen Substanz…deren Nichtigkeit wir 

begreifen gegenüber dem unendlichen Raum und der ewigen Zeit.”34   

 For many viewers, Haeckel’s presence was most apparent in Klimt’s underwater 

paintings.  In a 1904 review of an early version of Water Serpent II, the critic Armin 

Friedmann joked: “Im Haar haben die Fräulein in Paar virirte Seesterne, und man müsste 

Ernst  Haeckel fragen, ob sich daraus nicht auch einmal Nixlein entwickeln werden..”35 

Klimt’s eroticized and mythologized aquatic scenes are particularly evocative of 
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Bölsche’s descriptions of the ocean as a primordial erogenous zone, alive with the 

quivering amorous desire that fuels evolution and ripples throughout the universe. His 

prose in Das Liebesleben in der Natur  ranges between florid accounts of seas roiling 

with golden semen showers and eggs of copulating herrings to lyrical verbal sketches that 

colorfully animate Haeckel’s marine research and monist message.  In a characteristic 

passage he writes that the waters also teem with “unendlliches Leben. Aus der 

Korallentiefe ragende Bäume, starrend…von orangegelben Mäulern fressbereiter 

Polypentiere. Gaukelnd silberne Fische…und Medusen, die märchenhaftesten aller 

Kinder der See. […] Myriaden zitternder Seelen. […] Alles eine einige grosse 

Lebenskette, Liebeskette.”36 

 Water Serpent I (1904-07) (fig. 3) recapitulates evolution thematically from cell 

to plant to fish, reptile, and emerging woman, while stylistically the hybrid forms and 

collage-like fragments are reassembled into a monistic whole.  The palette and sinuous 

contours echo the curvilinear forms and jewel-hued richness of Haeckel’s illustrations in 

Kunstformen der Natur, (Richards, fig.) just as the dense patterns recall the submarine 

beds of infusorium (frequently composed of radiolarian), like those reproduced in Philipp 

Leopold Martin’s book Illustrierte Naturgeschichte der Thiere (1882), owned by Klimt.37 

(fig. 4) Both demonstrate Bölsche’s rhythmic ornamental principle, according to which 

beauty evolves through sexual selection, and the universe is morphologically linked by a 

“Welt-Arabeske.”38  These ideas were explored frequently by Bölsche, as in his 

illustrated article “Die Schönheitslinie der Natur,” published in Wiener Mode, a fashion 

magazine to which Bahr also contributed and with which Klimt was familiar.39   
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 Klimt’s two ‘Water Serpent’ paintings were on view at the 1908 Kunstschau 

exhibition together with fourteen others, including Der Kuss (1908) (fig. 5) and the 

Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I (1907).  These works prompted his friend Bahr to 

speculate that Klimt had painted  “eine Weltanschauung…er malt unseren Monismus” 

through images that recalled “Haeckels Radiolarien.”40  (fig. 6)  By this he did not mean 

to imply a direct formal source, but a fusion of the organic and inorganic: “Hier ist 

Schmuck, gleissendes Geschmeide, aber es sind doch Organe von Tieren. Ganz so sieht 

Klimt den Mesnchen, sieht er die Frau….eine Auge, ein Mund, ein Finger, ihm ist es ein 

Edelstein.”41  Bahr regarded this as part of a pervasive monist attitude also evident in 

Klimt’s egalitarian attention to detail, noting that “wenn er Blumen oder Steine malt, 

diese für ihn Menschen gleich sehen.”42  Klimt, remarked Bahr, had been inspired by the 

truths of “das alte Märchen” and “die neue Wissenschaft” which placed man in, rather 

than above, nature.43  

 Bahr’s comments were no doubt triggered by Klimt’s recent ‘golden style’ and his 

own current fascination with Haeckel, which had begun in 1901 with a journal entry on 

radiolarian, and culminated with two essays: “Die Lektüre” in 1907 and “Bücher der 

Natur” from 1909.44  Bahr characterized his own study of Kunstformen in sacred terms as 

daily scriptural devotions from a secular Bible which he read at night in his garden.  His 

descriptions of the “bejeweled” siliceous radiolarian shells as treasures from wondrous 

forges and Lalique glassblowers, revealed the additional influence of Bölsche, who 

repeatedly compared radiolarian to the filigree work of legendary medieval gold and 

silversmiths (the profession of Klimt’s father and brother).45  Even earlier, in 1901, Bahr 

had regarded Klimt as the quintessential monist painter, though he did not use that term, 
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through his fusion of matter and spirit.  Klimt created the style for which Bahr had been 

searching, where “Seelen und Sinne sich wieder versöhnen” and “alle Trennenungen 

fallen…wird.”46  Klimt effected “diese ganz einzige Verbindung von höchster 

beseelender Kraft mit einem wahren sinnlichen Chaos,” and for this process, monism, 

rather than theosophy, offered the perfect philosophical model.47   

 Stylistically, Klimt conveyed monist unity through his decorative patterns which 

were based on the shared biological and microscopic forms of cells, tissues, and 

infusorium.48   Contemporaries took note: for Hevesi they resembled shifting 

constellations of “Moleküle,” while Karl Schreder spoke disparagingly of the 

“secessionistisches Stil” based on “tummeln Infusorien.”49   Klimt’s simple shapes of 

repetitive concentric circles (identical to single cells, as in fig. 4) allowed him to draw 

morphological affinities establishing networks of interconnections within nature (apples, 

roses, cells) and kinship with the earliest life forms  As Bahr had remarked, “jedes 

winzige Geisseltier im Mikroskop zeigt: wie wir sind und werden.”50 Klimt’s designs 

recall the Goethe-Haeckel science of fundamental forms, or promorphology, according to 

which reductive geometric symmetry came to signify the inner life and hidden laws of 

organisms, evolutionary ancestry, and the unity of inorganic (crystalline) and organic 

forms.51 In a similar spirit, Hevesi observed: “Dabei wurde das Prinzip immer 

geometrischer, das Bildungsgesetz kam nun von der unorganischen nature her, aus der 

Sphäre der kristallinischen Formen.”52   

 Above all, Klimt’s impregnated ovum (circles) and sperm (rods), as exemplified 

in The Kiss, depict an eros-generated spirit and represent the “Zellenwahlverwandtschaft” 

or “sexuelle Zellenliebe” that Haeckel regarded as the source of life and the human 
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soul.53 They demonstrate the same fundamental forces of attraction at work in amorous 

desire, magnetism, and chemical bonding.  As such, Klimt’s figures, positioned at the 

juncture of earth and cosmos, bear witness to a monist universe of Haeckel’s 

“Sternenwelt” and “Zellenwelt” in which procreation – Bölsche’s celebrated ‘love’ – 

“deine eigene Stellung in Sonnensystem ebenso regulieren wie das Schicksal deiner 

Samentierchen.”54 

 A similar compositional viewpoint unites Aus meinem Reich (fig. 7) with Der 

Kuss, but, as drawn by the Upper Austrian artist Alfred Kubin, it yields a very different 

vista – of the biogenetic law ‘writ large.’  In an inversion of Caspar David Friedrich’s 

trope of the halted traveler, the Romantic gaze into the infinite heavenly future now 

registers the inescapable marine past, and the divine bears the features of a snout-nosed 

fish.  The monstrous hybrid fetus recalls Bölsche’s narration of embryonic development: 

“Jahrmillionen zurück: und der Mensch ist Fisch, ein Urfisch verschollen Zeit. […] In 

seinem stieren Auge liegt ein Blick der Urwelt […] Der reisende Keim wird, ehe er 

Mensch wird, noch einmal Fisch.”55  Kubin’s early drawings reveal an artist obsessed 

with every aspect of Darwinism, but one who chose to mock the progressive optimism 

and rationalism offered by scientists and their popularizers.  Instead, he illuminated the 

grimmer implications of evolutionary theory, which were actually never ignored by 

Haeckel, and the crude realities of sexuality and procreation, vividly described by 

Bölsche.  He presented, as Peter-Klaus Schuster has remarked, the “Nachtseite der 

Secessionskunst.”56  Kubin’s Darwinism was shaped by the literary context of 

Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Bachofen, and Weininger (to name only a few), just as his 

subsequent conversion to a monist-pantheism was combined with his study of Buddhism.   
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 Kubin spent much of his life in relative isolation in Oberösterreich and the 

Salzkammergut, growing up in the town of Zell am See, and living most of his married 

adult lif e in Zwickledt. A prodigious reader, he eventually compiled a vast library, with 

more than seventy volumes on topics in natural history and science fiction, including 

several by Jules Verne, an author frequently referenced by Bölsche.  In his later 

autobiographical writings Kubin repeatedly emphasized the impact of popular visual 

culture in the form of illustrated books, magazines, and calendars.57  His creative vision, 

as evidenced by his juvenilia, was nurtured by nature and the world of imagination.  In 

his 1911 autobiography, “Aus meinem Leben,” the two are paired in childhood 

recollections: “Meine grössten Freuden gaben mir jetzt Märchenbücher, auch beschäftigte 

ich mich viel mit Naturgeschichte und füllte meine Freizeit mit Vogel- und Fischfang 

aus.”58   His fascination with primitive superstitions and biological fantasy would provide 

an alternative path to exploring human origins and fusing Sinne with Seele, and would 

make him receptive to the myth-laced writings of Bölsche.   

 Prior to Kubin’s departure for Munich in 1898, where he studied art and lived 

until 1906, he had already immersed himself in the imagery of Die Gartenlaube (1872) 

(Kort, fig.) and Die illustrierte Welt59   Both were filled with scenes from nature that 

frequently presented evolution as the survival of the fittest, a context that would have 

impressed the young Kubin, who declared himself fond of images of battle and torture. 

Munich would have furthered his awareness of Darwinism, since Haeckel’s influence 

was considerable there among painters like Gabriel von Max and Jugendstil designers 

such as Hermann Obrist, whose art school Kubin’s sister Marie later attended in 1905.   

Kubin’s circle of literary friends included Otto Julius Bierbaum, Franz Blei and Max 
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Dauthendey, all of whom had contacts with the monist Friedrichshagener writers in 

Berlin.  Urban life did not diminish Kubin’s childhood love of animals. His Bavarian 

home now included a menagerie that provided material for his art: snakes, lizards, 

chameleons, birds, monkeys, and a scorpion.60  

 Kubin’s early drawings serve as a compendium of Darwinian themes, from hybrid 

origins to the transformation of matter, and their attendant emotional responses.  Desolate 

antediluvian landscapes, as in Das Erdrückende (cat. no. ) and Schwarmgeister (cat. no.) 

evoke conditions of alienation and extinction, just as the macabre imagery induces an 

anxious sense of lost control in an unpredictable world.  “Nirgends,” wrote Haeckel, 

“eine Zielstrebigkeit erkennen, sondern lediglich das notwendige Resultat des gewaltigen 

Kampfes ums Dasein, der als blinder Regulator, nicht als vorsehender Gott.”61  Nature, in 

Kubin’s early art, is bereft of any consoling community of kinship or verdant renewal, 

while membership in the chain of being signifies imprisonment to a lower order that 

precludes ascent or immortality.  Mother Nature is replaced by images of the ‘blind 

Regulator,’ allegorized as a veiled young girl who sweep piles of bodies over precipices 

(Das Menschen Schickal, 1901-03, Lenbachhaus) or a nude woman leading a parade of 

severed  heads (Unser Aller Mutter Erde, 1901-02, priv. coll). 

 Kubin repeatedly parodies man’s debased stature and discredits notions of 

progress.  In Der Erste und der Letzte (c. 1898, Linz), a primitive ‘cave man’ stands next 

to his descendent, a modern man of culture whose superiority is belied by his diminutive 

physique and wizened feline features.  Hoisting a spinal column that alludes to 

anatomical proofs of kinship as well as the center of the nervous system and soul, the two 

men are positioned at the finish line of  a race in which the ‘last’ signifies the ‘loser.’  In 
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Wissenschaft (fig. 8), a scholarly ape, deep in thought, strides triumphantly over a prone 

male corpse. The monkey’s intellect is confirmed by the knowledge that “der Mensch 

gesitzt keine einzige ‘Geistestätigkeit,’ welche ihm ausschliesslich eigentümlich ist.”62  

Kubin’s cynical visions were informed by illustrations in scientific texts, such as 

Haeckel’s rendering of three Catharine apes and an African man perched in a tree  

(Anthropogenie, 1874, Taf. XI), as well as the satirical magazines he enjoyed, 

Simplissimus,  Jugend, and Fliegende Blätter. (fig. 9). The dubious nature of the ‘survival 

of the fittest’ is proclaimed in Macht (c. 1900) (cat. no. ) where a seal implacably stands 

guard over a hill of human and animal carnage, while in Der Sieger (c. 1899-1900, Linz) 

the victor is a carnivorous brute devouring his prey.  Haeckel too voiced doubts over an 

improved ethical state, declaring that the survival of the fittest is ‘der ‘Sieg des 

Besten’…nur, wenn man das Stärkere stets als das Beste (in moralischem Sinne!) 

betrachtet. Und überdies zeigt uns die ganze Geschichte der organischen Welt, dass 

neben dem überwiegenden Fortschritt zum Vollkommenden jederzeit auch einzelne 

Rückschritte zu niedern Zuständen vorkommen.”63   

 Like Klimt, Kubin was deeply invested in exploring issues of procreation and 

carnal drives made newly relevant by sexual selection.  His drawings, however, visualize 

an abject and monstrous sexuality which is at odds with Klimt’s paintings and the overt 

message of Haeckel and Bölsche, though not, surprisingly, with the actual content of 

Bölsche’s book.  Liebesleben in der Natur is filled with lurid descriptions of invertebrate 

copulation within the author’s evolutionary survey of mating practices from day flies to 

humans. In Kubin’s Die Stunde der Geburt  (1901, Sammlung Leopold) the origins of life 

(both ontogenetically and phylogenically ) are constructed according to a new myth, with 
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the stork replaced by a midwife crustacean-spider who randomly scoops up floating 

water-borne babies with her sharpened claws and tosses them into a gray void.64  In 

another scene of underwater birthing set in a primordial swamp, Die Fruchtbarkeit I (fig. 

10) depicts an engorged woman from whose womb issues a continuous litter of embryos.  

For Kubin, pregnancy was a condition that vividly revealed mankind’s genealogy with 

animals, as is evident through comparison with drawings of nursing monstrous animals, 

as in Das Gezüchte (1903, Lenbachhaus). The same theme surfaced, to the detriment of 

women, from the pages of natural history books in discussions of mammals.  Haeckel, for 

example, noted that “die Milchabsonderung aus der Brustdrüse und das Säugegeschäft 

geschieht bei den weiblichen Affen genau ebenso wie bei den Frauen.”65   

 In the drawings Sauger (c.1901, Lenbachhaus) and Die Sauger (fig. 11) Kubin 

portrayed deviant sexual partnering between humans, ancient mollusks and worms. 

Frequent depictions of octopi, infamously featured in Klimt’s third University panel 

Jurisprudenz (1903-07), where a prisoner is engulfed by lavender tentacles, testified to 

the public’s fascination with the fearsome giant squid, as popularized by Jules Verne, 

recent kraken sightings in the Atlantic, and scientific research on mollusks 

(Trichterkraaken were illustrated in Taf.54 of Haeckel’s Kunstformen])  Kubin’s Die 

Sauger reflected a sensibility that would have been drawn to Bölsche’s stories of bizarre 

marine eroticism.  For Bölsche, evolution comprised kinship with “Myriaden seltsamer 

Gebilde,” and he cautioned his readers that “es wird dir gerade jetzt manchmal so 

werden, als wenn es geradenwegs durch die Hölle ginge.”66  In his discussion of the 

“uralt…Tintenfisch[] ,” which grow to the size of the giant squid, or sea serpent, he 

described its “Nasse, Schlüpfrige, Weiche,” and concluded that “es steckt etwas 
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Barockes, Verrücktes in seinem Bau.”  Copulation is brutal, ending in catastrophe: “das 

männliche Glied von Körper des Mannes mit einem furchtbaren Ruck losrisse und in der 

weibliche Scheide auf Niemehrwiedersehen verschwände.”67    

 The primordial realm envisioned as a state of savage sexuality was referenced 

throughout Kubin’s early work, as in his drawing Groteske (c. 1900-01, Albertina) which 

visualizes the battle of the sexes in the form of two circling lions, who fight beneath the 

prize of an obscene dominatrix with colossal breasts.68  Male desire is also satirized in 

Eine für Alle (c. 1900-01, Linz) and Die Gaulheit (c.1900, priv. coll.), where simian 

primates gaze longingly at objects of more highly evolved human female beauty but 

consummation remains onanistic or merely contemplated. As Bölsche, and many other 

writers of natural history books noted, the biggest future challenge was man’s struggle to 

shackle the inherited animal within him.”69  Klimt, like Kubin, also figured apes as 

symbolic of the evil of human drives.  In his Beethoven mural of 1902, Klimt Darwinized 

Greek mythology by casting Typhon in the guise of a gorilla with vast reptilian wings.  

 Beginning in the spring of 1905, Kubin embarked on a new stylistic path that 

coupled a more direct use of natural history illustrations with his continuing interest in 

legends and fantasy. This would lead, via Haeckel’s underwater imagery, to a more 

spiritualized view of nature.  The transition commenced with a trip to Vienna in March 

where the Secessionist artist Kolomon Moser taught him a technique using 

“Kleisterfarbe,” or paste mixed with water color.  This produced “schillernder und 

funkelnder Bilder,” according to Kubin, which were among his most lush and decorative, 

no doubt reflecting the influence of his new Viennese friendships.70  The images that year 

fused enchantment with the primordial, progressing from his “Regenbogen” scenes to his 
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“Urwald- und Tropenbilder, die ich meist mit Geschöpfen einer untergegangenen oder 

noch lebenden Fauna bevölkerte.”71  The exotic themes may also have been inspired by 

illustrations and descriptions in the many travel books that Kubin collected, such as 

Haeckel’s Aus Insulinde.  Haeckel characterized the Malaysian jungles as bathed in a 

“mystische Halbdunkel,’ while the coral banks presented a “Zauberwelt.”72   

 Throughout 1906 Kubin moved in an even more Haeckel-oriented direction, 

painting unterseeische Landschaften, “in lebhafter Erinnerung an einige grosse 

Aquarien.”73  Those recollections may have been a reference to institutions visited during 

his trips to Berlin (1902 and 03) and Paris (January 1906). He later maintained “die 

schönsten Aquarien” at his home in Zwickledt, together with a beetle collection, African 

frogs, and other assorted animals.74 Pictures such as Tiefsee (cat. no. ), Meeresgrund 

(cat. no.) and Unterseetiere (1905, Leopold Museum) suggest the vantage point of 

aquarium viewing but also reflect the tradition of popular science illustrations, with 

numerous specimens displayed in close quarters.  Early examples can be found in Alfred 

Brehm’s Tierleben, Haeckel’s Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte, and Gustav Jäger’s Das 

Leben im Wasser und das Aquarium (1868) (fig. 12) which Kubin owned.  By 

comparison, Kubin has transformed the ocean depths into a shadowy place of 

evolutionary mystery, home to medusas, sea urchins, and fish, as well as spiders and 

mutant skeletal birds.  The paint application itself is manipulated to visualize the process 

of metamorphosis and convey a sense of amorphous forms taking shape.  The thick 

texture of the paste constructs surfaces that evoke ancient stony sea beds and fossils. 

  Many of Kubin’s new paintings merged natural history with imaginary 

beings such as witches and vampires, both whimsical (Träumende Kaiser, c. 1905) or 
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demonic (Die Seeschlange c. 1905-06, Leopold Museum.). These allude to his own 

personal interests in mystical and occult literature, but they also reflect the integration of 

myths and folk beliefs in popular science. Bölsche, who sprinkled his writings with 

references to water spirits, elves, and centaurs, considered the fairy tale to be the 

ancestral form of human philosophy and science.  His writings transformed monism, as 

Alfred Kelley has observed, into a new scientific folk religion.75  For many, primitive 

myths had intuitively anticipated the findings of evolution, as was the case with hybrid 

monsters and, as Haeckel noted, fables and legends that featured talking animals.76   

Bölsche claimed that dragons were exaggerated recollections of real primeval reptiles, 

while Ernst Mach averred that the fear of ghosts was an innate inherited response which 

would take many generations to unlearn.77  Depictions of ancient and medieval 

superstitions enabled Kubin to plum the depths of “vorhistorischer Menschheit” in 

tandem with his portrayals of the material origins of life.78  In a book that Kubin owned, 

Franz Otto’s Wunderglaube und Wirklichkeit (1885), illustrations compare past 

conceptions (as, for example, of medieval sea monsters) with contemporary fact, and 

discuss folk beliefs in light of scientific evolutionary theory. 

 Kubin soon became dissatisfied with the representational aspect of his underwater 

paintings and discovered new inspiration in sources also recommended by Haeckel: 

microscopic forms.  He described the abstract patterns as “feenhaft,” echoing earlier 

responses by Bölsche and Zuckerkandl, and found the experience to be liberating.79  

What resulted were “biologischen Malerphantasien” of a primordial age inhabited by 

strange transitional forms of life.80  On rare occasions, as with Helm im Meer (1906) (fig. 

13) objects can be recognized which reveal sources in Haeckel’s radiolarian (fig. 14) and 
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Bölsche’s descriptions of them as Niebelungen treasures resembling medieval helmets, 

crowns and “köstliches Geschmeide aller Art, Ringe und Spangen.”81  The jewel-

encrusted helmet from which jelly-like fluids drip is propelled forward through a hazy 

chalk-like cloud.  More typically, Kubin painted grotesque mythic beasts (Ochsenfisch 

(cat. no.) and Verpuppte Welt, (cat. no.), who embody evolutionary hybridity and 

dynamic mutational processes.  These too reflect an awareness of zoological illustrations, 

particularly of bizarre fish found throughout natural history books, such as Haeckel’s 

Kofferfische with their bulbous protusions (Taf. 42, Kunstformen,) or the self-illuminated 

“Fackelfisch” (fig. 15) in a book owned by Kubin, Die Schöpfung der Tierwelt (1893). 

The author, Wilhelm Haacke, was a student of Haeckel’s.  Kubin’s images are extreme 

instances of nature’s “eigenartige Schönheit und Mannigfaltigkeit” which Haeckel urged 

artists to consider.82  Suspended against indeterminate realms which could be oceanic or 

cosmic, the creatures evoke Bölsche’s world of  monstrosities fit for only those “stark 

genug…der Natur ins Antlitz zu schauen.”83   

 These pictures allude to a monistic universe, admittedly bizarre, created from 

combined organic and inorganic forms. Kubin explained that they were constructed, “aus 

kristall- oder muschelartigen Fragmenten, aus Fleisch- und Hautlappen, aus 

Blattornamenten und tausend andern Dingen.”84 In some paintings he envisioned the 

moment of genesis itself as the emergence of crystals from inchoate matter (Kristalle, 

1906, Albertina) or as an apocalyptic explosion (Gewitter, 1906, Lenbachhaus) of bone-

shell-feather substances.  The illuminated planetary balls in Gewitter recall Haeckel’s 

monera and radiolarians, which were frequently illustrated against similar black 

backgrounds. These scenes are informed by descriptive passages of cosmic birth in 
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natural history books and his own boyhood fascination with “urwüchsiger Kraftausbrüche 

und Katastrophen.”85   

 Monist aspects latent in Kubin’s art since 1904 emerged fully in his drawings 

after 1907 and were the product of a changed attitude, motivated in part by the death of 

his father.  Seen from this perspective, monism now offered life-renewing possibilities 

which were summarized in his book, Die Andere Seite (1908), by the philosophy of the 

blue-eyed people.   In his autobiography he wrote, “Jetzt ergrifft mich mehr das 

allgemeine Leben, das so mysteriös in den Menschen, Tieren und Pflanzen, in jedem 

Stein, in jedem geschaffenen oder ungeschaffenem Ding webt.”86  Kubin’s transformed 

view of a harmonious universe was embodied in stylistic changes to his drawings, 

whereby the elements of nature are integrated into an ordered whole through networks of 

hatchmarks and parallel lines.87 This new serenity, evident in his self-portrait as a monk 

(Indisches Märchen, c. 1908-10, priv. coll.), can be partly attributed to Buddhism, a 

religion which Haeckel praised for its rejection of immortality and respect for animals.  

At the same time, Kubin’s ongoing representation of Darwinian themes suggests 

continued receptivity to Haeckel’s blending of science and faith.  Kubin’s statement 

echoes numerous monist declarations descending from Haeckel’s early observation in 

Die Generelle Morphologie that all of nature is touched “’von Gottes Gnaden,’ der Stein 

so gut wie das Wasser, das Radiolar so gut wie die Fichte, der Gorilla so gut wie der 

Kaiser von China.”88 Significantly, in 1911 when Kubin published Sansara, a portfolio of 

forty prints prefaced by his autobiography, the first image was Der Affe, a scene of 

creation with the sun shining on a swampy wetland as an ape stretched his arms upward. 
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